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I. INTRODUCTION
,

it .

1.1 :r. :.ovember 1'471, under the World Employment iro'ramme of the ILO, a "N
inter-aenev team of experts, Yr. Etienne Hirsch an i.o c of Ursch mission),
visited -!rap at the request of the Government of Iran. _ in task of the
:irsch mission was to evolve, in collaboration with the Iranian authorities, a
long-term strategy for increasing productive employment and to recommend swasures
.:rap, to tackle the problem of unemployment and underemployment in the short run.

"t-emrission, during the course of its work,,discovered a number of gaps in the
eirrentle, available statistics on employment, unemployment and manpower in the
eo,intt and made sveritia recommendations" for improving the system of manpower and
labour statistics in Iran,

a

I .

I. hile tr:e work of .the Iiirsch mission was in-its final. stages, the Govern-
meet of :ran made a request to the UNDI and the .LE for the services of a manpower
statistic expert to assist the statistical Centre of Iran in improving their
crirrent manpower and labour statistics. Following this request, the fdrector-
:entral of tne :nternational Labourffice appointed Fr. "en Gupta, the statistician
,n tr.e team of experts in th4 Hirscl mitsion,-as the ILO expert on manpower
ntatiotics in Iran. Mr: Son Gupta, who is a senior member of the Indian
.:tatistical':ervice, was the Deputy Director of Employment Exchanges (Manpower) .

..n tne T,Irectorate General of Employment and Training of the Ministry of Labour and .

-tployment in India.
.

Employment

1.7 The expert was primaril:,,assigned to the Statistical Centre of Iran itt
tne Jan ,rganisation and was required. la collaborate with the 'Iranian Government
on tne.formulation and implementatiOn of a generaf programme of manpower -statistics
iecigned to meetytne current and long-term needs of the Government in the fields of
economic and stAialianning. :n carrying out his mission, the expert was required
ti co-oprate wit/. er statistical agencies dealing with manpower statistics in
Ira-., in particulariphe General Deparimvnt'of Manpower Statistics of the Ministry
,of :atour and :ocial Affairs. The specific terms of reference sssigned to the
expert were as follaws: ,

,, .
l

( 1.)11 to advise and assist on t' improvement of the current collection and
116production of basic-labo 1 tatiatics (labour force, employment, unemploy-

ment, underemployment, ear ings,Aetc.); ..-.

unemploy-
ment,

....1. to advise and assist on the planning and organisation of surveys (labour
force sample surveys and manpower surveys, etc.) in order to fill the
exictin., gaps infthe statistical system, particularly in the field of
manrower; .

i

,111) to advise on and implement advance action witn regard to the conduct of
the next General Population Census in sa far as the collection, compila-
ition and.anaiysis of manpower data are concerned;

1.v) to advice and assist on the statistical aspects of the forecasting of
manpower supply and demand, both short term and long term, needed for the
purpdse of economic and social planning;

$
to advise on the c9- ordination of the statistical programmes in orders-to

. prevent duplication and overlapping of statistical work in the field of
c . 'manpower;

\,
kvi) to train field and desk staff so as to ensure the proper cOntinuation of' .

the expert's work after his departure.'

1.4 The expert started W.'s assignment in Teheran in Ilay 1972 and terminated
ir. July 1474. .

1.5 Throughout his mission the expert received the fullest co-opetation and
assistance from the officials of the Statistical Centre of Iran and the General
Department of Manpower Statistics of the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs.
The Diiector-General of the International Labour Office wishes to express hip thanks
to them and in particular, to Dr. S. Rassekh, the former Head of the 0tatistica1
Ventre Of Iran and, presgntly, Deputy Managing Director and Deputy Minister of :7:tate

of the 11an and Budget Organisation, Yr, J. Ashrafi, the present Head of the
:tatLaticalLlentre and Mr. Rastgav, Director- General of the General Department of
Manpower ..statistics, Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs for their keen interest,
assistance and active support to the expert's mission. To Mr. Nesuim Shallon, the
then lIesident,Representative, UNDP,5Teheran, the Director-deneral conveys his
special-thanks for his keen interest and support to the project.
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.1 7h .tatistical centre of Iran (SOI) in tne ;tan and Pudget reanisation
na.! tne over-all respohsibility nil. co-ordinating the statistical activities of the

varl/'.x .-overnmeht thinistries departments for producing the basic statistics
reiatln,- to different economic sectors, for setting statistical standards, etc.
-"ee -.ad teen conluctir," with effect from 19tt (Iranian yeaf .1347), a nation-

, wide eetizer.old pample curve,: at annual intervals both in t1 urban and rural areas
Jr, ppulttion: labour force, employment and unemployment within the framework of
multi -purpoce oaplf_ surveys on different subjects such as agriculture, household
ted.-ets, etc. :imataneowly, the General Department of Manpower Statigtics (GDS)
.1f the M.nictry of i,aLoIr and Social Affairs, conducts, since 1969, regular house-
:.old sampl% sarveys at. 1.1bour force, employment and unemployment in both the' urban
and /;oral areas. These surveys were baked °A an independent sampling frame and
to questionnaire and definitions used wve,,,to some extent, different from those-
adopped %.

4" 2.2 :Tart from tne nousehold'surveysl an establishment inquiry covering all
sectors in Lee urban areas was being conducted Ly the General Department of Man-
power :tatisties Ministry of Labour and social Affairs, through a combina=
tion of .complete enumeration and sampling procedure - the larger establishments
employing S, or more porkers) were covered on a census basis and the smaller .
establisnments Cless than 2C workers)were canvassed on a sample basis. The
inZormation :athered related to such items as number of workers by sex an& employ-.
rent status, weekly Wage paid, 'occupationalpattern of workers, education level of
employees and ott,tr rei,ated items on conditions of wQrk. In addition, industrial ,

surveys 701..erin4,* the manufacturing sector are being Conducted at annual intervals
by the :.inistry of %conomy as well as by the Statistical Centre of Iran.

.7ne 14t ,ecenniial copulation Census conducted by the .SCI in November lci66
_provided a variety of useful data needed for manpower and employment planning.
..-cause of the large-scale nature of this operation, this type of census is
exIducted oily at infrequent intervals. Furthermore, it is undertaken more or
less during a clack agricultural,period. It thus did not prove to be an adequate
venicle for collecting current data as needed for employment policy-making purposes, '

even thongs. it made available useful bench-marks for conducting more detailed
surveys.

:.4 Tne infrastructure for a continuing programme of statistical surveys on
manpower, .employment and unemployment had therefore already been set up in the
vountr. t're time the expert' mission commenced in May 1972, there were,
hovver, serious gaps in the currently available`statistics on labour force,
employmext'and Inemployment, due to a variety of, deficiencies in the existing
surveys with regard to-their metnodolbey, definitions and, questionnaires used as.
well as operating procedures. The Hirsch mission, in the course of its work, had
recommended tnat.4 steps to remove these shortcomings be taken as early'as possible
so as to lay an adequate statisticV,foundation for manpower planning in future.
These deflcienc1es were prevalent in both the OCI and GDS household surveys,even
tiough in varying degrees, and - therefore the expert's observations in this regard
would apply to both these sources urless specifically mentioned to the contrary.
:ome of tne 41.a,or inadequacies in the survey procedures and techniques were as
follows: .

,

tne sampling fra me was either incomplete or lutdated while the sampling
design a.17: a whole needed improvement to ,yield estimates of adequate
validity 'and precision; 1

0

11,. tne concepts and definitions ofvemploydent,..unemployment, etc. adopted
in the different surveys were not adequate to prdvide,a realistic assess- ,

ment or the employffient, situation in a developing country like Iran. For
instance, the proportion, of the number of unemployed to the labour force
it the country as revealed by recent rounds-of household surveys was
reported to be of the order of only-2 per cent which, prima facie, seemed
by imply a very satisfactory employment situation. The various ,e

iciencies in the concepts, definitions and questionnaires currently

ti

used are described in-more detail later (paragraph 3.11);

0
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o
III. GF THE ::I3::;I0N

41.

u,tline of a method of approach

3.1 .;inee:the need for the'pailatility of adequately reliable and valid
statistics on labour eorce, employment and unemployment on a current basis was
Argent in :r4n, nt was.decided'in consult-ttion with the management of the Statistical
'entre of 'ran (.Jj'r that prioritj would be given to,the expert's,terms of reference
r ctated in items (1) and .3,..1.) of paragraph ].3 above. ,Accordinglyf: the expert
initiall concentrated hiT efforts on effecting improvements in the following
asiecto of the household survey on labour fbrce, employment and unemployment of - .

. the ::I (kno41 as Current Population Survey) on Which major deficiencies were noted . -

when the micspn commenced: . -

, -
(i) 'sampling procedures and.tpchn,iqqes;

, 0
,,

:(ii) concepts, definitions'and'Auestionnaire.

3.7 "In addition to the household surveys referred to above, the expert
dticted an inv(:ntor:, of the Various other sources of'manpower statistics currently -

existin,' in Iran and made specific recommendations for improvpment with a view to
strengthening the statistical basis. for manpower planning in future.

4'

3.3 plan of liprk, ivilkating the .programme priorities of the expert's
as br.,.effy mentioned above, was prepared and submitted to the Head of the

.`tatistical 'entre of Iran.

des1:7,

3.4 Th'e expert conducted a detaile\appraisal Of the existing sampling
design of the household survey on labOVr orce, employment and unemployment
(Current iop-lation Survey) wnich was being. conducted by the SCI within a multi-
p,irpose,framework and made specific recommendations fdt improvement intended to
enancc the vaiidity and precision of the estimates yielded by the survey. (Vide
item 1 of tne Annex showing list of papers/documents submitted by the exert
to the Government of Iran.)

3.5 Ine management of the SCI agreed to 'improve the sampling design in stages
az proposed ty tae expert. Come of the expert's recommendations were implemented.
expeditiously ty the .7.7.1 authorities as detailed in the paragraphs which follow.

for the urban areas, the stratification system used in the past was
based on a direst classification of urban-blocks (primary sampling units) by size-
groups within each ,:eographic'region. As it was extremely difficult to maintain
up to %ate a frame of the relatively small-sized urban blocks, the sampling design
ws.4 modified, on the advice of the expert, with effect from the survey round which
commenced during 1)73 (corresponding to the Iranian ieat'1352) in the following
manner:'

(L) the, ttratification system at the primary stage was based on a classifica-
tion of cities/towns by size-classes as defined by population ranges.
As it was relatively easy to obtain an updated-frame of cities/towns along-
with rough estimates of their Current population, this procedure had
decided advantage over the earlier one based on direct stratification of
urban blocks;

within each size -class of cities/towns, the enumeration districts (ED),
w'rlich had an average size of about 1,900 households, were used as the
primary sampling units (instead of the smaller -sized urban blocks used
earlier). This procedure ensured a better,control of the sampling
errors.

Urban sampling frame a

3.7 The urban sampling frame used by the SCI in,their-1968 household survey
was based on the 1.966 Population Census. Thereafter, during 1969-70, attempts ,

were made by the.tCLauthorities to update the urban sampling frame through a
process 'of fresh listing ,of households which formed. the basis of their subsequent

I

.
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round." of surveys. :robing deepEr into the sampling frame it was found that these
listing:s involved substantial undercount inasmuch as at least 10 per cent of the
urban population as missed during tne listing operations. In some regions of.the
,country the extent of undercount was qpnspicuous. Ira' view of this deficiency,
which gave rise to biased estimates of various characteristics obtained through
sample household surveys, the expert recommended that attempts should be made.to
updtete the urban sampling frame through' a 'process of fresh listings as early as,

V,
.

possible. ;3_11):ect, of codrse, to the availability of resources.
.

! .

3. This recommendation of the.expert was accepteeby the Irani&n Government
and accordingly a project was'launcted during the latter part of 1973 by the SCI in
collaboration with the GX, of the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs for the-

( purpose of updating the urban samplirig frame, both with regard to households and
establishments, through a process of fresh libtings in<the different regions of
:ran. iiy-!,he time the expert's mission ended, such listing operations had already

- ileen completed in the ientral Frovinse whereas similar operations,.which were in
pro:ress in other regions, were expected to be completed towards the end of 1974.
This project gives siAape to the first concrete measure peeded for improvement in
the sampling procedure. It also represents a major step forward in'the co-
oxdinatidt of stItistical-activities ineIran by evolving a common frame for con-
ductin.,- sample suAveys by the two ,statistical agencies - the SCI and the GDS.

Nh

oral `sampling frame

3.9 it regard to the rural areas, the frame used -for pondujing household
surve:s was-provided mainly by the 1966 l'opulation qensUs. This game was, there-
fore, also. in. need of updating. Fortunately, -preliminary work in 1973 for the
Agricultural .'ensus, which was launched on a country-wide basis by the SCI duritt
the latter na1; of 14-3, was expected to make available as a'by-product an updated
sampling frame in the rural sector. No special effort; were therefore needed for
the present tosbuild'up a fresh sampling frame in the rural sector.

3./' In view of the heavy preoccupation of the SCI with the conduct,of the'
Agricultural 'ensus and pending the availability of new sampling frames, they_had
discontined tneir Louseholdsurveys with_ effect from the latter half of1973.
Loikewxse, the-CF7-had-also discontinued Vieth household su&eys froi 1973. The
basic idea'was to resume these surveys with suitable improvements after the-process
of Ilp.atin j the sampling frames is completed. '

('oncebts, definitions and questionnaires

3.11 As mentioned earlier amajor drawback of the existing household surveys
on labour force,employment and unemployment in Iran was the insuffigiencY of the
concepts and definitions used. Briefly speaking, the present Concepts and*
questionnaire, while emphasising She conventional approach of measuring unemploy-

. ment on the basis of the criterion of "actively looking for employment", did not
provide for the collection of adequate data or Lncome of the employe& persons which .

is an essential yardstick for a realistic assessment of the problem of employment
inadequacy in a developing economy like Iran. .More specifically, some of the main
deficieecies ir; the existing questionnaire and definitions were as follows;

1,a) Available evidence ,indicates that the problem, of employment inadequacy'in-. -
'Iran centres around various types of underemployment rather than open uneMploy-
ment. But adequately valid dataon the extra hours for which employed
persons were,available for work during the reference week, which are essential
f'or measuring °visibe underemployment", were not obtained. (This item of ,

inTormatien was _collected under the' GDS survey which, on analysis, seemed to
be inaccurate.)

(b) Data on'the income of household as well as of individual members and their
xelationship to the various employment characteristics were not available.
These are needed, inter ilia, for a study of "invisible underemployment". ..

(c) .The definition a- "seasonally unemployed"'(defined tp include persons, who had
an occupation bv, who were not at work during the reference week beoausefof

' weather conditiois or other factors beyond their control) as ourrently adopted
in the survey was rather 'imprecise. This category should normally form,
apart of the emrloyed under the Ax*Up "with-ajob but not at work ".

st,
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.3.l As the procedure'fox conducting househbld surveyq&by./the SCI was already

under revision through the updating of'the sampling frame, elc. during the second

half of 1973 ('vide paragraph 3.8), the expert considered this to be the opportune

time fdi: pre-testing the concepts' and definitions. Accordingly, he recommended to

the Hetid of the .r41 that, before .the household surveys were resumed on the basis of

the new samplinglerame, a'suitable programme of pilot inquiries for evolving
appropriate conceplt and definitions in the Iranian context. should be conducted,

preferably during the early part of the Irinian year1353 ( which commenced in

1974). This recommendation was in principle accepted by the mariagement of

the SCI, and_at their request, the expert worked out the technical Retails of the
proposed pilot inquiry (vide the expert's papers listed at items 2 and 3 of the

annex): A broad outline of a programme for restructuring the main survey on '

employment and unemploymprie of which the propcied. pilot survey is the forerunner

,was also prepared and submitted to tip Head of'the 3CI at hid specific request
(vide papers listed at items 4 and"5 of the annex).

3.13. The propoiAl for the pilot survey as suggested by the exPeit is b riefly

summarised below:

(a) data on employment and unemployment characteristics would be collected

on two separate questionnaires - one for the urban areas and the other

for the rural areas. The questionnaire for the urban area*, whet'e the

employment market is better organised, would, be more elaborate containing

a variety of questions to elicit the labour force behaviour of individual

members. In,respect:of the rural areas, where persons !lordly exhibit

any labour force behaviour, the qtiestionnaire would be relatively, short

'and simple; - ,

(ii) attempts would be Made to`collecti for the first time, data on household.
income and expenditure bath in the urban and rural areas through,a labour
force survey (pilot inquiry supported by "proxy" variables (stick as,

for example, housing conditions in the urban areas, land and livestock

possessed in therural anus);
'

411

(ill: valid data on hcurs worked and extra hours available f work would be

obtained for measuring visible underemployment;

(iv) certain probing questions' would oe asked in respect ofpersons who are
1

on

the periphery of the labour force (such as, for example, unpaid family
labour) to ascertain their degree of attachment to the employment

,

.

. 4 . market; .
. .

(v) the .pilot survey would Sover .:..,
dotal sample of nearly 800 households.

The procedure of sample selection would be suitSbly tied up with that of

.
. the household budget survey of the SCI. By this technique the ,- - 4

reliability of the income and expenditure data under the pilot inquiry , --

.
could be assessed through cross-checking with similar data. collected-in- .

the budget_sume,y.._--2-----a .

3.f4 The OCT authorities agreed initially to launch the pilot survey in

early 1974. However, due to an unforeseen chaAge in their programme priorities,

mainly as a consequence of their heaAry preacCupation with the conduct of the Agri7

cultural Census, the pilot inquiry was postponed by the SCI at the last moment.-

Till,the time of the completion of,the expert's mission, the management of the SCI

was undecided about OA approximate date of launching this inquiry.

Review of'manpaier-statistics in Iran

3.15 The expert also.conducted a detailed appraisal of the existing manpower

statistical system in ran and made speCific recommendations to the Head of the

3CI with,q view to strengthening the statistical basis for manpower planning in thd

country. The experts recommendations w*re.contained in hit paper. listed as

item 6 othe annex. Apartfrom suggesting the impicvements needed in the
collection and processing of manpower statistics throtagh the threeJmajor sources

of data'- Population Census, household sample surveys and establishment inquiries -

,advice was given 'for the conduct gf certain Special manpower studies/surveys to

fill up major gaps.inthe current state of knowledge of the Iranian manpower.

16 7
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.<,
.

Among the Manpower-studies recolmended were: (a) survey Qt high level manpower as
a part of-,1976 Population Census; (b)survey of the emplOymentpaetern of
'university graduates; (c) surveyto ascertain the post-training careers of ex-
trainees of vocational traininb schools;. (d) study of the ctr,nt'manpower i,.

. shortages, etc. ,

,
.

,, .
.

3.16 -The-expert's recommendations (vide paragraph 3.15) were also ma 4e

av4ilable to thp PoRdatiori and Mvpawryivision of the.Blanl,and Budget Ofganisa-
tion under whose auspices an.I14, project kiln employment/Rlanning and promotion had

recently started functioning flowever, inview of the relatively low ptiority
'accorded at' peesen't tb the development of manpower stat,istics'by the SCI manage-
' ment, due to their other- more urgent woccupations,ivide paragraph 3.14),
implementinoaction on many of the expert's recommendations could not be taken by

..

. their by the time the mission ended. dr,- .

4I

*Analysis and interpretation of employment, . .

and unemployment statisstios 4 .

. .
.

. c gal
.:.,

3.17, At the request of
.

the General Department of Manpower.:Jtatistics (GDS) of 60

.th6 Einistry of Labour and Social Affairs,-the services of the expert were trans- -%

ferrtd from the XI to the GDS for a period of four months, from 13 Mar& to
12 July 1974 During this extended period-the expects collaboration was requested r

by the COL', in t1e statistical analysis and interpretati of the'data on employment
and unemployment already 60,1ected (though not public d) in.the- previous rounds
of their household surveys relating'to the period 1 -724 Til, -exp-ert accordingly

- prepared a paper entitled "A ,review of the employ nt situatiqn in-Iran" containing
the releyant statistical analysis which.was't itted to the Ministry of Labour in

'May 1974 (vide item,7 at the alinex)e., --- -..
.40 -

.
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IV. GONC LUSIOS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4 z ,44

4.1 A summiry of the main recommendations and conclusibna arising out of:" e .

expert's missron are given telow:

HolLehold suYvevs on employment sand
. unemployment

'4.2 It is considered essential that, before the household surveys on employ-
ment and unemployment are resumed on the basis of the updated=sampling frames
'currently under preparation"a pilot inquiry to evolve suitable concepts, dfini-
tiops and'questionnaire appropriate to the Iranian conditions be conducted by the
SCI. The plan; design and methodology already worked.out by the expert in his
papers listed as serial 'Nos. 2 and .3 of the annex.should largely be followed in

"the pilot inquiry which should be conducted as early as possible after the revised
sampling frames are ready, in any .case not later thano the first half of 1975.-
The results of L'.e,pilot inquiry should provide the basis for concepts, definitions

and questionnaire to be used i the househoIdsurysys on the employment problem in
Iran as also in the 1976 TopulatAoh,Censudfor the collection of manpower data to, "

4 - the ektent possible. A
.

.

42' 4.3 ,As the house ola surveys on employment and unemployment conducted in the
past have, ecause 'of heir various deficiencieb, not proyed particulaily useful
to the polidy makers in the Ilan wit Budget Organisation (HO), it isinecessury to 'z
reorganise these .surveys so as to ensure that they provide an effective.statisticaf
t9o1 for,thc purpose of: \(a) formulatpn of the employment objectives of economic
development plans; (b)'appralsali.of plan,performance in the employment field with
a view to monitoring progress towards,achievement'of the employment targetf..

4.4 In order to fulfil the cr iterion at (a)lof paragraph 4.3, a bench-mark'
type-survey on etplo ent,.unemployment and underemployment based on an adequately
large sample should be organised by the SCI in future. The sample site under this
survey shoult be largo . ugh to provide estimates,of adequate precision on the
number of emplowd,%unemployed and, underemployed persons, broken down according to
urban and rurWareas, geOgraphic *regions, agricultural season's and other related
_characteristics. Toz the purpose 4T bringing out the seasonal pattern of tha
employment characteristics mainly it the rural areas the data collection undef'the
survey may have to be staggered uniformly over a 12-montil period by canvass.ng
subsamples during.different parts of. the year. Normally, the survey should te

conducted at least:a'Ouple T1. years ahead of the commencement of the next plan .

period'bo-as to ensure that the results are made available well in time for being
utilised by the r1660. .Budget Organisation' at the time of formulation of the plan.
In'view of the fact that a Population Census is'due to be conducted towards the end
of 19764-which shO,uld be capable of broadly- serving the data requirements for the '

Sixth Plan (1978-82) formulation, the first bench-mark survey proposed above may:-
not'be conducted fieforeP/979.or 1980. POT the present, the frequency in Whigb. -z

this survey would be repeated in futlqe may be kept flexible and a decisign may be'
taken after assessing 'the results of the first round of the survey.

A current labour force survey, based on a relatively ema11.sample, should
be conducted at.annuaf 'intervals 80 as to provide ellta showing the yearly changes
in the major employment atd unemployment characteristics at the national level as
.required by planners for Monitoring progress towards achievemeht of plan targets.
This survey, which would meet the criterion stated at (b.) of paragraph 4.3, should
.provide the basis for annual plan appraisals with regard to the realisation
employment obj.e.c;kiVes. The present GDS survey, with suitable methodOlogical
improvements with regard to concepts, definitions, questionnaire and related'
aspects-lescribed.in the earlier sections, should be able to serve this purpos
adequately. It isproposed that the, firs', survey of this typeshould4e condteted.
by the GDS towards the end of

that
be followed by regular annual rounds of

surveys with effect froth 1977. (No,sueh survey is contemplated in 1976 When a.
Population Census would be'underrtaken and in 1979/80 during which a bench-mark
survey has been proposed, vide paragraph 4.44.

)

A
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426 The SCI bay, it` is suggested, discontinue their annual1 rounds of current
populatiOh surveys in future as adequate data in the employeent field are expected

- , to be available from the restructured GDS labour force surveys to be conducted every
year (vide paragraph 4.5). This will avoid the existing duplication of efforts
between the .CI and the GDS.

4.7 The revised programme of household surveys on employment, unemployment,
etc. as proposed above paragraph 4.2 to 4.6), which has been evolved with a view
to ensuring avai%stiliV of valid data, more or less, at annual intervals from
1975, may now be summarised as follows. The programme of manere-during the
fatter part of the%Sixt4 Flan-may be examined at a later stage.

. 6
Tentative period *\ Type of survey;

OFiftt, Plan (197-77).

1975 (before June) , Eirot survey SCil

'1975 (towards end) Annual labour force survey GDS
. .

1976 (towards end) Population Census SCI

1977-(towardi end) Annual labour force survey GAS

:ixth Plan (1978782) ,

Agency

I` .

.0-
i 19'S (towards end) Annual labour force survey GDS

1979/)-40 (man. - Dec.)' Bench-mark survey SCI

.

Fstabli3hment surveys on employment, wages, etc.
/

0 4.e Me turreht establishment swveys of the GDS which are intended to provide
annual .data on employment in theentii*OrganisA sector in the tpban areas, broken
down by industries, occupation, educational level, etc:, constitute a valuable
'potential, source of statistics needed for manpower assessment and planning. These

surveys are,-however, in need of improvements in various methodological aspects -
sampling design,-concepts, definitions, questionnaire, data processing'and publica-
tion of results -.before the data could prove adequately 4beful to the manpower
pl4rneks. The GDS should be given adequate support by way of additional Staff .,

and finAncial resources as well as international technical assistance td develop.

this well - conceived programme efficiently: ,
A

'
.

,

1236 Population Census

4.9 The type of information on manpower, employment and unemployment to be $

canvassed in the forthcoming Population Census scheduled to be conducted in 1976
should be carefully considered by the Uead of the SCI in consultation with the

ncerned manpower agencies aft a very early date. In so far as the ,em,loyment and

un loyment characteristics are concerned, items on which reliable da.:a can only

;.be o zed through detailed probing questions, put to the respondents,, such as under-

employment,IP should-nof be canvassed in the census questionnaire. These aspects

would be taken care of adequately.:by the programme of household urveys.ai
'recommended by the expert earlier in paragraphs 4.4 and 4.5. In view of the
current dearth of adequate data 'on the utilisatiortpf high-level manpower in Iraq, ."'

serio/s consideration shduld be given to the collection of this data. through a

special card on scientific and technical personnel (STP) as a part of Ahe 1976
Population Census 9n the lines done in some other Oountries. To minimise the addi-
tional efforts needad on the pert of census-enumerators data on the STP card may be

recorded by the respondents themselves..

r Follow-up action
, -

- 4.10
.

It is prgposed that the Government of ,Iran shotzld seek international+ .

technical co- operation to assist the SC1 and GDS to:
A

(1) plan, design and organise the first restructured labour;foree sample survey

to bt conducted by the GDS at annual intervals (vide paragraphs 4.5-and
4:7) as also advise on the data processing, analysis and interpretation
of results;-

13
00%
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(ii) advise and assist in effecting necessary improvements in the establish-
ment survey programme of the GDS (vide paragraph 4.8);

(i14.) advise and assist in the collection, processing, analys.is and interpreta-c
ton of the manpower data to be collected under the 1976 Population

10- A ':Jensus;

;iv) undertake preliminary planning and tesigning of the bench-mark type

0
survey on employment, unemployment and underemployment to be conduct
by the (vide paragraph 4.4).

.
4

46,
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LIC,T OF PAPAS/DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED BY' THE EXPERT
TO THE GOVERNMENT O' IRAN

ANNEX.

1. The current population survey of the Statistical Centre of Iran J A technical-
appraissal

nIN.NOMI

2. The concepts and definitions of employment and'unemployment for the conduct of
household surveys in Iran, December 1973.

3. Pilot inquiry on employment and unemployment - Manual of instructions to
field staff,January 1974.

4. An outline of a programme.of howmehold surveys on employment and unemployment
- in Iran, January 1974.

. .

5. :%ecommendations on tne restructuring of the household surveys on employment
and unemployment in. Iran, January 1974.

1

o. Manpower planning in Iran - An appraisal of statistical data requirements,
duly 1973.

.

A review of the employment situation in Iran, May 1974.
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